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OUTLINES & CHECKLISTS

Using the solicitation as an organizational template ensures your proposal presents the right information, in the right 
order and with the right level of detail expected. These can be modified to assign responsibilities, deadlines, etc.

We encourage you to prepare different types of useful documents:

1. Checklist(s) for the administrative processes related to submission

2. Checklist(s) to account for each document, attachment, or component of the full proposal

3.    Outlines for the more complex portions (primarily the Project Description and other narrative components)

*Don’t necessarily rely on prepared checklists/outlines from other sources. They may not be specific to the 
solicitation and/or they may be out of date!



Part 1. Outlining as an 
organizational tool: 
administrative and 
structural tasks. 

Writing a complete proposal, with all its 

various components, is a daunting task.  With so 

many moving parts it can be easy to overlook 

pieces or to become overwhelmed by the sheer 

breadth of requirements, both agency-required 

and those requested by your institution. 



WHAT DO YOU MEAN, “SOLICITATION?”

“to ask or request”
Solicitations are used to announce opportunities in a way that ensures fair competition. 

What IS a solicitation?

 Announcements are produced by many types of funders (public and private) for many purposes (discipline or 
industry definitions vary.)

 There are different types, formats, titles, numbering systems, and categories for solicitations. In Research 
Administration circles and academia, we use some terms more often than others. Not all are interchangeable.

 Content of a solicitation may be very detailed or not much at all, depending primarily on the type of funder and 
purpose of the opportunity.

 For our purposes, a solicitation is an announcement of an opportunity for funding published by a external funder.  
We will speak primarily about solicitations from Federal sources.

 There is a hierarchy for the “rules.” Code of Federal Regulations > Statutory Authority > Agency Guidance > 
Solicitation



SOLICITATION VS. GUIDANCE

Remember this hierarchy:

Code of Federal Regulations – Federal regulation for administration of public funds

Statutory Authority – The legislative mandate authorizing use of the funds for the intended purpose 

Agency Guidance – Funder's administrative, management, and application information

Solicitation – The instructions and information for the specific funding opportunity

Regardless of the specific program or solicitation, a proposal to an agency must also meet the requirements set forth 
in the agency’s guidance. These materials serve as the foundation for most or all of an agency's funding mechanisms. 
Get to know how the guidance materials are organized and make them easily accessible.

You should defer to the guidance as the authority, but the solicitation for specificity.



https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps/nihgps.pdf

https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/p
appg22_1/nsf22_1.pdf

https://nifa.usda.gov/grants/regulations-and-
guidelines/policy-guide#main-content

https://www2.ed.gov/policy/fund/reg/edgarReg/edgar.html

https://www.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyc
kuh241/files/media/document/DOJ_
FinancialGuide.pdf

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps/nihgps.pdf
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/fund/reg/edgarReg/edgar.html
https://www.ojp.gov/sites/g/files/xyckuh241/files/media/document/DOJ_FinancialGuide.pdf


GETTING STARTED & ORGANIZED

Some tips:

• Your level of familiarity or experience with the agency will determine how you approach 
an RFP - particularly for those 100+ page solicitations!

• Your role in the proposed project will affect how you read the RFP. For example, PIs/PDs 
take full ownership of the project; Research Administrators are interested primarily in 
structure and compliance; subawardees or consultants may be interested in scope and 
project design.

• Try going "old school" and using highlighters, sticky tabs, etc.; approach the preparation 
tasks with the same gusto as the proposal. I still make a binder and an electronic folder for 
every project I work on. Create organizational templates for your outlines and checklists!

• Print and mark up a hard copy but keep your digital copy handy – you will need and use it 
more than you think.



READING AGAIN (AND AGAIN)

A proposal is a significant investment of time. 
You owe it to yourself to prepare well and set yourself up for success 

by reading - and re-reading - and marking your 
solicitation several times. 

Start your administrative tasks early so that you can spend more time writing!!!



ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS 

The first reading will inform all the administrative tasks that go along with a specific solicitation. 

While reading the RFP, make your bulleted list of items related to administration.  In addition to completing the 
Office of Sponsored Programs checklist, these items will guide you in assuring both agency and institution that you 
are in compliance with eligibility requirements and have all permissions in place to submit a proposal. 

Agency-related
• Register for agency credentials, if applicable. 
• Note any progressive deadlines

Institutional-related
• Limited submission?
• Begin an OSP ticket in the Samanage portal
• Registering for access/create package in Cayuse 
• Complete an FCOI with the Office of Research Compliance
• Complete and upload an Internal Approval Sheet 



ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS

Eligibility

 Organizational

 Type of institution,

 required partnerships/consortia,

 limit on number of submissions,

 previous or sequential funding recipient?

 Individual 

 Career status/appointment,

 limit of submissions per role,

 citizenship, 

 ability to commit required FTE

NIH ESI Info 
https://grants.nih.gov/policy/early-
investigators/index.htm

https://grants.nih.gov/policy/early-investigators/index.htm


ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS

Deadlines

 "Drop Dead" date

 agency deadline for submission by AOR;

 Does it vary by track or program?

 LOI or preliminary proposal required?

 Consider internal deadlines for your team and partners

 Interim tasks

 registrations, approvals for systems and platforms,

 required credentials,

 method of submission

 Cycle/forecast

 next opportunity?



THE FIRST READ – ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS 

Deal Breakers

 Budget-related

 Costshare?

 Cap on indirect?

 Limit on various categories?

 Is the award ceiling appropriate for the proposed 
work?

 Unallowable costs?

 Feasibility

 Project period or earliest start date?

 Expected number of awards.

 Sufficient internal and administrative support



BOTH ADMINISTRATIVE & STRUCTURAL

Decisions

 Track or Type

 Are there multiple offerings of scope, 
budget

 sequential stages?

 Key Players 

 If there are required partners, will you be 
able to secure their commitment in time?

 Missing capacity?



ADMINISTRATIVE & PACKAGING CHECKLIST EXAMPLES



BOTH ADMINISTRATIVE AND STRUCTURAL 

1. Create a checklist to account for each 
document, attachment, or component of the 
full proposal. 

 note the name of the document, any naming 
conventions, page limits, numbering, font, size, 
etc. 

 Refer to the solicitation AND agency guidance if 
necessary. 

 You want to include anything relevant to the 
various documents or attachments. 

 Don't forget to make notes for your budget, 
also!

 Create tools for managing info from other 
contributors.



STRUCTURING YOUR COMPONENTS

Types of Narrative Components in a proposal:

 Project description

 Research plan

 Strategic Aims

 Data Management

 Facilities, Equipment and Other

 Etc.

Prep each outline for:

 Font, margins, spacing

 Headers

 subheaders

While outlining is a great way to 
manage multiple proposal 

components, it is also a useful tool 
for deciphering from a solicitation 

just what to write.

Outlining gives you a birds-eye view 
of what information should be 

contained in each section of the 
proposal and can help writers 

identify weak areas.



CREATING A FRAMEWORK

 Should be solicitation specific.

 Create the structure (margins, fonts, spacing, etc.) and headers or sections (including subheadings) with 
appropriately corresponding numbers/letters – per RFP instructions

 Within each section, you can put bullets summarizing what must be included AND paste important notes or 
phrases. I highlight these or put in marginal notes

 Within each section, add prompts, questions you need to figure out answers to or where to get info, such as 
baseline data, literature/citations to justify your points, and or note where an image or graphic representation 
might be useful or required.



STRUCTURING YOUR NARRATIVE COMPONENTS

Begin with the requested SECTION HEADERS.  These can be found either in the solicitation or within the agency guidelines. Using an NSF proposal 
as an example, the recommended format for the 15-page standard grant is:

1. Overview and Objectives
2. Expected Significance
3. Background:

1. Review of Relevant Literature
2. Results from Prior NSF Support
3. Preliminary Studies

4. Relation to Other Works in Progress:
1. By the Principal Investigator
2. By Investigators Elsewhere

5. Research Plan:
1.      Introduction
2.      Research Design
3.      Expected Outcomes 

6.      Timetable
7.      Broader Impacts

Use the agency section header 
language! 

Seeing how your logic and concepts flow together without the extra 
wording, you can set up linkages between required components and 

the review criteria! 

Do not use complete sentences in the outline: 
removing extra verbiage helps you better see how 

components relate to each other!

Use the agency section header language! 



THE NARRATIVE COMPONENTS OUTLINE



CREATING OUTLINE & PROMPTS FOR OTHER NARRATIVE PIECES

Create an outline for each narrative element

 This is where you will include specific 
headers, sections, numbering, or other 
prescribed content for the narrative from 
the solicitation and/or guidance.

 I prepare this document in the exact format 
required for each component of each project 
so I can use them as the working drafts.

 This ensures that what you are putting in 
your narrative matches all other pieces.

ORD has some of these templates 
available or can help you find them!!



WHY WORRY ABOUT STRUCTURE & COMPLIANCE?

 Research is fundamentally about 
attention to detail. That goes 
double for proposal 
preparation!

 Competition is tight enough for 
funding. There is no reason a 
proposal should ever be 
returned without review due to 
an omission or formatting error.

 Before you call a Program 
Officer with a question about 
formatting or structure, re-read 
the RFP.



FOLDER EXAMPLE



Part 2. Use that 
outline as a 
framework for 
building the quality 
of a proposal.

While outlining is a great way to manage 

multiple proposal components, it is also a useful 

tool for deciphering from a solicitation just what to 

write. Outlining gives you a birds-eye view of what 

information should be contained in each section of 

the proposal and can help writers identify weak 

areas.

Using an outline can help you reinvigorate your 

writing and respond to requests for information in 

unexpected ways by giving quick & easy writing 

prompts that you can apply to make your case 

more convincing and innovative!



ALIGNING PURPOSE & PRIORITIES FOR A QUALITY PROPOSAL

 Most solicitations begin with the purpose of the opportunity.  Some will 
describe not only the purpose of the RFP but will reference where this 
opportunity fits into the agency's greater goals. This is your cue to learn 
as much as you can about those goals and priorities and think of 
ways to demonstrate how your project complements the sponsor's 
purpose.

 No matter how fabulous your project idea is, it MUST align with the purpose 
of the funder.

 Turn statements into questions to draft writing prompts for your narrative.

 You are looking for key words and phrases here. You will use these same 
words and phrases directly from the RFP to draft writing prompts using 
the solicitation language AND your project's goals, focus and 
activities.



USING CRITERIA FOR 
WRITING PROMPTS

Review or Evaluation Criteria

 Review criteria may include competitive 
preference or invitational priorities which require 
specific populations, services, or activities.

 Review criteria may be agency standard and/or 
solicitation specific. (NSF Broader Impacts & 
Intellectual Merit; NIH Innovation, Approach, etc.)

 Review criteria may include mandatory objectives 
or performance indicators (common in Dept. Of 
Labor and Education)

 Consider the point value assigned to the 
evaluation of various components, if applicable. 

• How important is the proposed activity to advancing knowledge and 
understanding within its own field or across different fields?

• How well qualified is the proposer to conduct the project?
• To what extent does the proposed activity explore creative, original, or 

POTENTIALLY TRANSFORMATIVE CONCEPTS?

• How well conceived and organized is the proposed activity? 

• Is there sufficient access to necessary resources? 



 

I. Background/Introduction 

Explanation of the importance and relevance of the proposed work as well as a review of the relevant 
literature. (including outcomes of previous DoE roundtables and workshops referenced FOA pg.2) Should 
sufficiently demonstrate knowledge of the state of the science. Also address/acknowledge initial review 
criteria FOA pg. 43 (eligibility, complete application per FOA instructions, mandatory requirements are 
satisfied, project is responsive to objectives of FOA and is composed of multi-disciplinary teams, and 
project is not duplicative of programmatic work. Maybe include here reference to the types of 
collaborators involved and the requirement that ARQC teams have a “well-defined approach to create 
effective synergies among team members who represent STARKLY different communities unaccustomed 
to working together” 

• What are identified basic research gaps in abstractions, methods, tools that connect QC applications 
to hardware? 

• How will our project develop and support basic research foundations in Quantum Algorithms and 
Quantum Computer Science? 

• What are the challenges and opportunities facing development and deployment of quantum 
networks? Are we aware of QC architecture trends such as hybrid approaches? 

• How will we develop, support, complement or deploy mechanisms for taking on cross-cutting 
algorithmic or computer science challenges across DOE/SC research? 

• How will our proposed testbed facilitate the advancement of QC for science applications? How will 
h   

              

USING YOUR 
OUTLINE TO 
WRITE PROMPTS 
FOR SECTIONS







SOME TIPS BY SECTION - INTRO

• Avoid a generic introduction. Introduce the problem immediately.

• Description of the organization(s) seeking the grant and its eligibility to apply for the grant

• Demonstrate that the goals of the organization are in alignment with the goals and purpose of the funding agency 
(mission statement)

• Description of the organization’s familiarity with the problem and experience with similar programs/projects 

• Overarching statement of the organization's request for funding and explanation of any efforts to secure funds for 
the same project through other sources.



SOME TIPS BY SECTION – PROBLEM/NEED

• The problem is the gap between current conditions and what is ideal.

• Why are you seeking support? Why is the proposed program/services/study needed at this time (or in this region, 
or for this population, etc.) Give appropriate background. What is a valid problem? Is it unique? Explain any special 
circumstances. 

• Relate the problem to regional and/or national issues AND to the specific mission of the funding agency

• Establish the critical need with support it with reliable evidence. Sources of data depend on the problem, but 
professional publications, census data, state and federal agencies are excellent sources

• Use data and literature judiciously.

• The funding agency MUST be convinced that there is a measured or verifiable need for the activities described in 
the proposal.



SOME TIPS BY SECTION – GOALS & OBJECTIVES

 Who or what will change?

 How many?

 How much change will take place?

 What type of change?

 When?

Example SMART outcome:  

“Of 70 fifth graders who read at third-grade level, 21 (30% of the target group) will increase their reading skills by 
two grade levels within six months as measured by the state standard achievement test for reading.”



MORE ON GOALS & OBJECTIVES

 Tie your goals and objectives directly to your need statement.

 Include all relevant groups and individuals in your target population.

 Allow plenty of time to accomplish the objectives.

 Don’t confuse your outcome objectives for methods.

 Figure out how you will measure the change projected in each objective. If there is no way to measure an 
objective, it’s not measurable and should be rewritten.



TIPS ON DISSEMINATION, TRANSFERABILITY, SUSTAINABILITY

• Dissemination describes a plan for sharing results of the project.  What will be reported and in 
what form(s) will outcomes be shared? 

• To what extent is the project replicable or transferable in similar populations/environments?

• How will the project be sustained at the end of the project period? 

• What steps are you taking to ensure sustainability? 



WRITE YOUR PROPOSAL!

 Now it is up to you and your 
team to “fill in the content” of 
your outlines with many, many 
drafts and iterations!

 Don’t forget to use a checklist for 
the administrative tasks and steps 
associated with submission!

 Good luck!



QUESTIONS? NEED MORE INFO?
WWW.ORD.MSSTATE.EDU

Stephanie Hyche
Director, Office of Research Development

Mississippi State University
662-325-7395

140 Morgan Ave.
stephanie@ord.msstate.edu

Carmen Arrigo
Research Development Specialist
Office of Research Development

662-325-4872
140 Morgan Ave.

carmen@ord.msstate.edu

mailto:stephanie@ord.msstate.edu
mailto:carmen@ord.msstate.edu
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